		

Notes from a talk by Geshe Sopa

'Life is short
and the objects of knowledege are many
The measure of one's life is uncertain
therefore, like swans take milk from water,
we should take what is essential from this life'

(Atisha)

This last line means we should take what is essential, or truly worthwhile as our object or goal in this life.  We should take this seriously.

We all share in the goal of avoiding suffering.  We all share in the feeling that we don't want physical and mental suffering, misery.  However, we are always running towards the cause of suffering, the cause of problems.

Why? To escape problems, suffering, misery.  But we are always running to build the cause of problems.

The other goal that we share is that we all want peace, happiness, pleasure, enjoyment.  This is a shared goal, but because of ignorance, the cause of happiness is destroyed, like an enemy.  (Shantideva)

These two goals we all share.  For these two goals we're all equally busy, even animals, and insects.  Even if they don't have the name 'happiness', they seek food, shelter, freedom from misery; freedom from hunger, thirst, attack.  For these two goals, until death, we never stop our busyness.  Freedom from misery, and achieving peace and happiness, these two goals.

Not only that, what we truly want is long lasting peace, and complete freedom from misery.

This precious life can bring this everlasting peace, and complete freedom from problems.

If it is the real cause of happiness, the more it develops the happier we become.  And if it the real cause of freedom from misery, the more we produce it the more the misery, suffering and unhappiness will decrease.
Spiritual teachings provide the actual cause of happiness, peace, and freedom from problems.

We have the capacity to see cause and effect relation.

Do no evil action
Do wholesome action
Subdue your own mind
This is the Buddha's teaching

This means, do no negative action; do wholesome action, loving, compassionate, virtuous action; most of all, tame, control, subdue, purify one's own mind.  The practice is to clean, to purify attachment, anger, ignorance, these are the 'thorns' of the mind.  This is the Buddha's teaching.
Mind clean, pure, the highest peace, this is the true aim, the true goal.

The inner wild elephant is much more dangerous.  The outer one can only kill the body, which is going to die any way.  But one mind can cause much more harm.

Negative or positive actions depends on the motivation.  When the mind is dominated by the three poisons (ignorance, attachment and anger), this will bring an impure result.

With a mind that is clean, pure, compassionate, loving, kind, with wisdom, this will bring a pure result.

Buddha liberates by teaching the Dharma, the truth of cause and effect.  A pure mind with delusions we call 'impure mind'.  Clean all this mind and the pure side of the mind will remain, the true nature of mind, like pure water.

With cleaning, purifacation, we become a Buddha.  That should be our objective, our goal.  With all the oppourtunities we have, not even one single moment should be wasted.

